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The Mums and Babies Ensemble are Duška Radosavljević with
Joakim, Annie Rigby with Nina and Lena Šimić with James. The
Mums and Babies Ensemble has created a workshop performance
for new mums, babies, dads, friends and families. We first
assembled at Gateshead International Festival of Theatre in May
2014, followed by a Fun Palaces event at the Lyric Hammersmith
in October 2014 and finally concluded our activities with a
residency at the London Bubble Theatre in Rotherhithe and a
workshop performance at Camden People’s Theatre in March
2015.
The Mums and Babies Ensemble can also belong to you.
Our babies aren’t babies any more. So, we’d like to pass The Mums
and Babies Ensemble onto you. Use this manual to form your own
community of mums and babies. You can follow our performance
script or make up your own. Use it as a springboard for your own
journey. We would love to hear about what you got up to. Please
let us know at facebook.com/themumsandbabiesensemble.
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As parents of small babies we too are
new beings – certainly this will be true
of first-time mums – we are transformed,
possibly slightly bewildered, brimming
with hormones and fears, and maybe milk,
and certainly new knowledge. We might
be discovering new kinds of intimacy, new
ways of dreaming, new sides to ourselves.
But after a while some of us discover a
longing to connect with other parents in
similar situations.
The Mums and Babies Ensemble is a
project arising out of a lived need for counderstanding, creative expression, mutual
inspiration and intellectual stimulation
– the needs we recognise alongside our
parental obligations, the needs that we feel
on a more or less everyday basis.
We call ourselves The Mums and Babies
Ensemble because we happened to be three
mums with babies when we came together.
We are pursuing collective empowerment
and trying to orchestrate art and life and
work and motherhood together. This project
is about opening up and creating a shared
space – often with complete strangers.
It is our hope that everyone who joins
the ensemble will feel equal in the space
and unique and indispensible in their
individual contribution. There
is no time and space for
10

competition or comparison in The Mums and
Babies Ensemble. It doesn’t matter how well or
how badly we feel we or our babies are doing.
What matters is that we all have inner powers
and talents and resources and needs. It’s okay if
the babies are crying or sleeping or if they need
feeding or changing. We can all inspire each
other and keep each other going. We can live
with chaos, we can draw strength from it. We can
be open to one another. We can be ambivalent
about motherhood, art, life and work.
We created this project for mums and babies,
however, non-mums, dads and older children are
also welcome in this space – we trust they will
come in the spirit of generosity. We have gleaned
some of our most interesting insights from nonmums we have worked with.
This project was inspired by the potential of
theatre to facilitate a community around a
specific shared experience (in this case, the
experience of new parenthood). It takes from
theatre its capacity to creatively accommodate
real-life disruption (in this case the very real
needs of our babies) and to make us improvise
around it. It also takes from theatre its organising
principle of a group of people in a shared time
and space, feeling, thinking, acting together.
But it does not have to be a theatre. The space
in which the Ensemble comes together does not
even have to be a room. It can be a park. It can
be a book, such as this one. It can be a Facebook
group, it can be email, it can be Dropbox, it can

be a Google-doc – all ways we have used in our
work together. The most important thing is
that it is there, we hold it together, it is warm
and caring, it contains us and our babies. It is a
space in which it feels safe to pass our baby to a
stranger for a moment. And it is a space that we
can pass on to others to make their own.
This publication is both an invitation
and a document of our own experience.
As a performance script centered around
accommodating the unforeseeable, it is only a
recipe, a basic structure you can fall back on in
the form of some simple steps and instructions.
As such, it is also a manual. In the pages that
follow you will find the building blocks of our
Mums and Babies Ensemble events, together
with prompts and suggestions for how to fill the
space with your own stories. You will also find
some examples of what happened when we did
it. Each section features a set of instructions for
how to set up and facilitate the interaction with
the audience, but we invite you to adapt this to
your needs and to follow the spirit, rather than
the words, of our script.
Duška, Annie, Lena

11

On Joining The Mums and
Babies Ensemble
My daughter, Nina, was not an accident. We’d
been trying for years, and now here she was.
But there is something that feels accidental
about joining The Mums and Babies Ensemble.
I happened to have Nina a few months before
Duška had Joakim, and a few more months
before Lena had James. Duška and I had worked
together years before, as part of Northern Stage
Ensemble. I had never met Lena.
I had no intention of making theatre about
mother and babyhood. It felt predictable. “So
now you’re a mum are you going to start making
theatre about babies?” A real question asked. I
laugh and say, “No.” It’s not until many months
later that I think, “We don’t question people this
way when they make theatre about grief or love
or death.”
A Facebook message arrives from Duška. I haven’t
caught up with her in years. She’s had this idea
about creating The Mums and Babies Ensemble.
She knows I’m 3 months into motherhood myself.
She wonders if I’m interested.
In many ways, I’m not. But I like Duška and this
would create a reason to see a bit more of her.
Lena sounds nice too. So I say yes. The accident,
or coincidence, of our dates begins to form a
community.
12

Ensemble is a familiar word to me. An ensemble
was where I began my theatre career. It means
many things to me. Coming together and staying
together. Leaving when the time is up, but still
being connected. Building a level of mutual
trust, understanding, frustration and respect
that means we delight in welcoming new people.
Weaving our lives more deeply into the fabric
of our work. Working together, and at the same
time, watching each other get older, fall in love,
make families, learn new skills, fall apart, put
ourselves together again.
I arrived in The Mums and Babies Ensemble by
surprise. Now it’s time for me to move on. My
baby isn’t really a baby any more. But having
been part of this ensemble stays with me. And I
delight in welcoming you into it.
The Mums and Babies Ensemble is an
opportunity not to be alone whilst facing the
early stages of mothering. It is an exchange
between mothers who are performance makers
and their babies. It is about sharing, moaning,
talking, emailing, taking photos, eating, being
open about pains and joys of mothering small
babies. It is a collective, short and quick, with
compassion, companionship and creativity. It is
about getting together, via Facebook messages,
email or in person for a rehearsal, a coffee, a
meeting, a workshop or a performance, whilst
having your baby in tow, attempting to converse
and struggling together through this precious
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fleeting time, before the little ones become
toddlers. It is about being okay with interruptions
and talking over each other and each other’s
babies. It is about taking time to listen to the little
ones. It’s about crying and being grumpy and
unhappy and ill. It is about changing nappies. It
is about feeling intense love, and acceptance of
such strong feelings. It’s about sharing secrets.
It’s about telling each other birth stories. It’s
about being vulnerable and frustrated. It’s about
patience. It’s about a short-term agreement, in
this case between three mums and their babies,
who have decided to come together and be open
to one another. It’s about acknowledging the
workshop performance participants who have
come along. It is about passing time. It is about
a transient community that gathers for a short
while, and then departs, with an invitation to
other new mothers to take it on, to organise their
own Mums and Babies Ensemble on their own
terms and with their own needs and desires.

The Mums and Babies Ensemble is for me
primarily about being together. Annie and Lena
gave birth to their babies at about the same time as
me – Annie for the first time, Lena for the fourth. I
liked the fact that Annie was a director and Lena
was a live artist, though both have had many
artistic personalities in addition. I liked the fact
that we all lived at different ends of the country.
I liked the idea of all of our creativities coming
together, at the same time. (Etymologically,
meanings of the word ‘ensemble’ include both
‘together’ and ‘at the same time’). I thought it
would be freeing, empowering, nurturing, mindblowing. I liked the idea of starting the process
of raising my child in that sort of energy. I knew
our conversations would never be just about
poos and purees.

Dramaturg is often referred to as a midwife in a
creative process. It is a facilitative and nurturing
presence. After years of working as a dramaturg
and teacher, I became a mother relatively late
in life. One of the first things I found out about
motherhood was that it was putting me in touch
with my own creativity, with an impulse to own
the birthing process, but I felt very strongly that
I wanted to share it with others.
14
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You might imagine this space as a circle: we are
facing each other, our babies before us, or crawling
freely around.

We feel alert, maybe slightly apprehensive –
beginnings are always awkward – but safe in the
knowledge that we are all in the same boat.
We find it is useful to start the introductions by
telling stories: stories about our names and our
babies’ names: where they came from, what they
mean. The stories help to remember each other’s
names. They help us bond and open up more
easily. There’s always something we are burning
to talk about, but we also want to feel safe about
sharing within this space.
We weave a network that binds us. We’re creating
a community. It takes time.

When we are done, we move on. Because there
are three of us leading, we transition smoothly.
We keep the ball up in the air. We take it in turns
to facilitate each section, each one of us bringing
a slightly different tone, a slightly different
pitch, a slightly different quality of energy into
the ensemble piece.
22

As the actual space fills up, you might find it is
not a perfect circle: there might be bags and toys
in the way, small crowds forming at the edges,
chatter and laughter and tears in the gaps in
between. That’s okay.

We welcome everyone and say it is okay to attend
to the babies’ needs at any time.

We go around the circle.

Some babies are being changed, or fed, or cuddled
while this happens. Some are listening intently or
playing. Some might need entertaining by their
parents. Some are the entertainers themselves.

23

My name is Annie. I was named after two
Annies, my mum’s grandmother and my
dad’s grandmother. My mum’s grandmother
Annie apparently hated her son-in-law so
much that she vowed to outlive him… which
she did, by about six months. And my dad’s
grandmother Annie was known as the Queen
of Five Puddings, because she always made
five puddings for big family meals (plus a sixth
sugarless rice pudding for Poppa, who thought
he was diabetic until he was about ninety.) So,
I think they’re pretty good people to be named
after.
My daughter is called Nina. Wayne and I had
really struggled to agree on boys’ names, but
we both really liked Nina for a girl. My first
best friend was called Nina. I haven’t seen
her since I was about six, but I reckon she
must have given me a good association with
the name. And Wayne likes it because he’s a
graphic designer, and Nina has no ascenders
or descenders (for example, the curl of a ‘g’ that
hangs below the line). Nina is a neat name to
set typographically.
24
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Maria
Margherita
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Ava Olivia
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Mary Magdalene is a penitent whore. I happen
to carry her name. My name is Magdalena. It is
on all the legal documents I have. My paternal
grandmother used to carry the same name,
but everyone called her Made. Everyone calls
me Lena. Just Lena, which sounds like an
incomplete name – at least in Croatia, where
name giving and honouring the paternal
grandparents is a custom. No one could be
called just Lena, which suits me fine, because
Lena thus becomes read as a part of something
bigger. Lena destabilises the idea of a proper
name, like Magdalena. I like Lena.
James is named after Mrs Ramsay’s last boy.
Mrs Ramsay is a character from Virginia
Woolf’s To the Lighthouse. James is six in
the novel and he is the youngest child of Mrs
Ramsay’s eight children. Baby James is my
last baby. He is my fourth boy. His middle
name is Benjamin, which means the youngest
son. He’s definitely my last. When he was first
born I put a little lighthouse baby vest on him.
James is also named after Gary’s grandfather,
Jim. Gary is James’s Dad. The name James
sounds so young boyish or adult. I think it will
suit him better once he stops being a baby. For
now he’s called ‘Baby James’.

25

I have trouble with names. I find it difficult to
remember them, I find it difficult to come up
with them and I have never particularly felt
comfortable with mine. My name – written
Duška, pronounced Dushka – is trouble for
others in the English language. (I won’t even
get started on my surname.) I was named
after my grandfather, Dušan. The root of the
word is ‘dusha’, meaning ‘soul’ in most Slav
languages. In Russia I always feel particularly
welcome – Russians are delighted when they
hear my name, because it is an archaic term of
endearment.
Joakim’s name is pronounced Yoakim. His
father is German and his name – Tobias Krojer
(Tobeeas Kroyer) – is always mispronounced
in English too, so we just thought we’d keep
the complication in the family. Oral cultures
believed that naming gave them power over
the things being named – perhaps we are
inadvertently warding off evil spirits with our
unpronounceable names. Joakim is a biblical
name. We have taken the Serbian spelling.
His namesakes include the German football
coach, Joachim Löw and the father of Serbian
theatre, Joakim Vujić. I’m sure, one day he’ll
end up being called Joe.
26

Rachel
Åsa
Kristin
Matilda
Maja
Beatrice
Gillian
Duška
Annie
Lena

Arlo
Vide
Pansy
Riddley
Nella
Buddy
Gabriella
Joakim
Nina
James
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You will need:
•

chairs or cushions and beanbags laid out in a
circle

•

a baby mat in the middle

•

some toys

How to Begin in Three Steps:
1. Say hello and welcome everyone.
2. Explain that it is okay to attend to the babies’
needs at any moment.
3. Ask everyone to introduce themselves by telling
the story of their name and their baby’s name.
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The Plan
Read out your birth
story.

Your baby looks at you and listens. It is beautiful.
Your baby pulls your notes out of your hands and doesn’t want to give them back. This is
funny… to begin with.
Your baby is crying. Other babies are crying. No one can hear anything. You wonder about
giving up. You keep going. It is vaguely dissatisfying.
You are reading your birth story, but you feel like your ad-libs are what people are enjoying
most. You wonder about speaking directly from memory. But you’re nervous about
rambling. You carry on reading.
Your baby needs changing. You decide to wait until you’re finished sharing your story.
Except it stinks. And is possibly leaking.
Your baby is playing and giggling and running around the circle. Which is lovely, but also
kind of distracting. They have found something on the floor (a coin? a pen top?) and put it
in their mouths.

Invite the mums
to share their birth
stories.

You sharing your birth story makes other mums feel they can talk about their births in a
way they have not had the time or space to before. It is beautiful.
You sharing your birth story has put off another mum from sharing hers, because her
experience was very different to yours. You have already worried about this happening
and tried to prevent it by getting other Ensemble members to share their birth stories first.
Between you, you try to cover (and thereby welcome) stories of vaginal birth, caesarean,
the birth that went to plan, the birth that didn’t, the pain, the joy, the mess, the trauma. You
wonder whether you’re over-worrying and now this section is getting too long and boring.
You all edit your birth stories.
Having invited the other mothers to share their birth stories, you now can’t stop them
talking. One mum has been talking now for 25 minutes and she’s still only 1cm dilated.
You work out a better way to facilitate people sharing their stories. You make flash cards
with prompt questions like, “What makes you laugh when you remember your birth?”
or “What do you wish you could remember (or forget) about your birth story?” You give
the mums the option of saying, “Pass”. One mum says, “Pass” about 10 times. One mum
speaks beautifully. The prompt question makes her remember something she’d completely
forgotten. She treasures that re-discovered memory.
People make connections, laugh together, share the joyous and the difficult. It feels like a
community is forging itself.

Say thank you.

32

The Reality
(or ‘A Selection of some of the many things that might actually happen’)

You’ve done it.
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At 3am that night I woke up. I reached out and
held Wayne’s hand. I wasn’t sure whether to wake
him straight away or let him get as much sleep
as he could before things got going. But then I
thought he’d want to know, so I said, “Wayne. I
think it’s beginning.” Later Wayne told me he’d
already worked this out because I never reach
out and hold his hand in the night.

by looking at his watch. I asked him to call the
hospital again. They said I should try and hang
on a bit longer, and suggested I took a couple of
paracetamol.

Night 1 – A night in a bath, Tobias pouring
warm water over my pulsating pain, a cold and
perfunctory Monique replaced by a maternal
and warming Jan.

When we arrived at the hospital, we knew you
could park in the maternity section for free if
you were in labour. So that’s what we did. Except
when we got to the reception we found out that
that only counted once we’d been officially
admitted. So while I sat in the reception, Wayne
had to go and move the car.

An endless army of midwives parades through
your everyday life.
Loud Italian Marina
Rude but smiley Anastasia
Schoolmarm-ish Mary
Young but extremely maternal Lizzie
Forgetful Gloria who made me cry
For some reason it seems important to me to
remember their names…

God, the contractions were on the edge of what I
could manage. I curled my face into the nook of
my elbow on the sofa and bit into the sleeve of
my jumper. Out of the corner of my eye, I could
see a group of pregnant ladies arriving for an
antenatal class. I was curled up in agony on the
sofa. I noticed they were all choosing to sit on
the other section of sofas, until they were full
and one lady had to sit next to me.

No, I don’t forget the pain. I write the pain. I
remember the pain. I worship the pain. It rips
you from inside. It’s total. I experience the pain. I
am open, ripped apart from inside. Maybe I could
have forgotten the pain if… No, I must remember.
Yes, they say you forget. I don’t.
I became aware that my ability to count how
long the contractions were lasting was bearing
no relationship to the time Wayne was keeping
34

Night 2 – Endless waiting in corridors, shoddy
monitoring, a doctor who drew the line just before
I was seen, back to the labour ward and just as we
decided to take the painkillers and go home, my
waters broke – this time it was the turn of Rosie
to be my guardian angel in disguise, all memory
of detail obscured by all-enveloping, relentless
pain – delirious and delusional, especially when
gas and air came.
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An army of doctors disturbing Nam’s carefully
laid out plans. Especially that Mr Callahan, who
sauntered in in an almost debonair way to make
the decisions, seems to get on her nerves. He
gives us an hour to try and pick up where we’d
left off or else it is the knife.
I remember having Snoop Doggy Dogg’s Gin and
Juice stuck in my head. I was trying to think of a
version about gas and air and failing.
I shiver uncontrollably on the second entrance
into the operating theatre – even though I am
also relieved that I won’t have to keep working
on this for the rest of the day, as I know I have no
energy left. Is this a shiver of fear?
I started feeling like I wanted to push. My waters
still hadn’t broken and Fiona the midwife
couldn’t see the baby’s head. She thought it
might be hidden behind the ‘show’ of blood and
mucus she could see. She was telling me about
how fishermen would consider babies born still
inside their membrane sack lucky: that they’d
nail the sacks to ships.
But things were ramping up again. It was
becoming impossible to keep quiet during the
contractions. Wayne said watching me with the
gas and air mouthpiece was like seeing someone
bellowing into a megaphone.
The crowning is a familiar pain; it’s ripping you
open. It’s bearable because it’s familiar. Tear, cut.
36

His head came out at 4:11am. I remember being
at the bed and wanting to stand up tall from my
‘on all fours’ position. Instead I had to lie down
and they spread out my legs. I had to push.
They raise up a curtain in front of me – the subject
rather than the viewer of this performance. There
will be some pushing and pulling, Kamal says –
and after a remarkably short period of that, there
is this little scream – we know who it belongs to
– and they bring him to us, saying he is perfect.
Another shoulder dystocia. He got stuck for 4
minutes. We pushed/pulled him out at 4:15am.
There was no panic. He was placed on my
tummy.
I pooed just before crowning. James pooed as he
was coming out. Waters broke. It was all bloody,
mucusy, shitty, smelly, slippery wet... The
midwife was six months pregnant. She wasn’t
bothered much about all the mess. The baby was
on me, below me: slippery mess.
And then I wanted to push again. I could really
feel the flat of the baby’s back travelling forwards
and out. And then there the baby was! There was
a bit of untangling of cord to be done so she could
get her legs out, which the midwife helped me
with. And then I lifted the baby out of the water.
Helen said, “It’s a girl!” And I looked and I burst
out smiling and laughing. I’d been adamant I
was having a boy, and there this little, beautiful
girl was!

37

You will need:
•

your own birth story written down

•

a willingness to share the most personal
details so others feel able to do the same

•

prompt cards with questions to spark people’s
memories of giving birth

Birthings in Three Steps:
1. Read out your birth story.
2. Invite everyone to share their birth stories.
3. Say thank you.
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At Camden People’s Theatre we decide to
dance to Snoop Doggy Dogg’s Gin and Juice –
the song I had stuck in my head while giving
birth to Nina. The event has attracted quite a
right-on crowd. I wonder how Snoop’s lyrics
will go down. I’ve already checked the track
for swear words. Apart from a few shits and
bitches, we’re all good.

Here anything might happen.
And it might not happen exactly here but at
any other point in the proceedings too – let’s
say we are opening the space for anything to
happen here. Especially for the babies in the
room, but not only for them.
This is about slowing down, a kind of
interruption, a planned one, when we put on
some music and blow bubbles for the babies
and watch them be amazed. We play together.
We observe one another. We lie down for a nap.
We take it easy. We dance. We enjoy the song.
We are quiet. This is a change in atmosphere.
We all feel it. A call for stillness, a call for a gap
in our performance plan.
42

It’s a good job we decided to add a free-form
dance to the proceedings on this occasion
– the babies have all been a bit grumpy and
clingy on entering the space today. Annie has
been worried about the appropriateness of
the lyrics, but then again, working with our
children while they are still pre-verbal gives us
a special licence to be naughty together.
Everyone gets up and dances. The older babies
seem to enjoy the bass line. They have a bit
of a wiggle. We laugh. On leaving the house
this morning I grabbed and threw into my bag
Joakim’s bubbles from the bathroom, just in
case, and here is an opportunity to use them –
we add them to the dance. The bubbles make
us all focused, but it’s messy and slow and
unrehearsed. James might be playing with
bubbles for the first time. We all start seeing
familiar objects and activities as new, as if
doing them for the first time ever.

amount of time: 3 minutes and 30 seconds.
These are the minutes that I remember being
really special. The babies seem to realise that
the focus has shifted. The adults have stopped
talking. It’s quiet. The babies start babbling and
enjoy moving around in the middle of the circle.
Nina runs back and forth across the circle,
finding toys and bringing them to show me. I
really enjoy watching her little explorations.

The song finishes. We explain that now we’re
going to listen to our babies for the same

The room has been transformed. It is a moment
worth cherishing...

43

You will need:
•

a music-playing facility

•

a chosen track

•

a few dance moves

Free Play in Three Steps:
1. Put the music on.
2. See what happens... Freestyle.
3. After the music ends, the adults sit in
silence for three minutes, watching the
babies.
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Dear Reader,
In this section of the event we ask the mums to write letters. So we thought we’d write to you
explaining why.
Motherhood has made us think a lot about memory. We all wrote our birth stories soon after giving
birth. However, we found that the memories were slippery. The pain. The order of events. The names
of the midwives…
Annie remembered wanting to record as much detail as she could before it all slipped into becoming
a story. Duška wrote her story without any punctuation hoping she’d come back and finish it later.
She found there was no time in her life anymore for the past or the future, only the present moment
– which was always too fleeting. Lena felt compelled to create a blog documenting her time with
baby James during her maternity leave. Daily entries were, oftentimes, in note form, quick and
personal, presented alongside photos of James’s pram from repetitive walks in their local park. A
laborious attempt to record and remember the mundane, with all its boredom and joy.
After giving birth Annie’s memory also slipped away. She wanted to sing to her daughter, but seemed
to have forgotten the lyrics to all the songs she knew. Her husband would talk about days out they’d
had together and she was too embarrassed to admit the memories had completely disappeared. So,
Annie decided that on Nina’s 1st birthday she would write a record of everything they did together.
What made them laugh. What new skills Nina was exploring. What motherhood felt like on that day.
All the little details, passing moments and nothing specials that slip by. But she didn’t. Why not?
She can’t remember. Probably too busy or something.
So, let’s do it right now. Today let’s make space for our memories. A piece of paper we can hold up
against the slipperiness. A marker of time.
Enjoy.
Annie, Lena, Duška x
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You will need:
•
•
•

paper and pens
envelopes
short term memory

Bequests in Three Steps:
1. Ask everyone to find a partner. Ask one (A) to tell the
other (B) about everything they’ve done with their baby
today. Ask B to write down what A says.
2. Ask them to swap over (using a fresh sheet of paper). B
talks. A writes.
3. Ask everyone to add a message to their partner
(something they’ve noticed about their partner and
their baby), then seal the letters in envelopes, write
today’s date on the front, and swap. Tell them they can
open their letter in an hour, a year, a decade. Whenever
they want a snapshot of this day in their and their
baby’s life.
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The Babblings section of the script is inspired by New York-based feminist artist Mierle Laderman
Ukeles. Back in 1969 Ukeles wrote Manifesto for Maintenance Art 1969! Manifesto was written after
a year of having her first child and tending to the child’s needs. Ukeles decided to readdress the
status of maintenance work in both private and public spheres with the desire to create artwork
out of it.

The Mums and Babies Ensemble
invites you to take a stand. Tell us
your dreams, fears and desires.
This can be a rant about being a
mother, a desire for a better world,
a scream about social injustice, a
cry for help, or, if you are really
stuck, a complaint about your own
mother. What is it that bothers
you? We will use a stopwatch.
You will speak uninterrupted for 1
minute. This is your manifesto.

MANIFESTO
FOR MAINTENANCE ART 1969!
Proposal for an exhibition “CARE”
MIERLE LADERMAN UKELES
_____________________________________________________________
I. IDEAS
...
C. Maintenance is a drag; it takes all the fucking time (lit.)
The culture confers lousy status on maintenance jobs = minimum wages,
housewives = no pay.
clean your desk, wash the dishes, clean the floor, wash your clothes, wash your
toes, change the baby’s diaper, finish the report, correct the typos, mend the fence,
keep the customer happy, throw out the stinking garbage, watch out don’t put
things in your nose, what shall I wear, I have no sox, pay your bills, don’t litter, save
string, wash your hair, change the sheets, go to the store, I’m out of perfume, say it
again—he doesn’t understand, seal it again—it leaks, go to work, this art is dusty,
clear the table, call him again, flush the toilet, stay young.
…
II. THE MAINTENANCE ART EXHIBITION: “CARE”
Three parts: Personal, General, and Earth Maintenance.
A. Part One: Personal
I am an artist. I am a woman. I am a wife. I am a mother. (Random order). I do a
hell of a lot of washing, cleaning, cooking, renewing, supporting, preserving, etc.
Also, (up to now separately I “do” Art.
Now, I will simply do these maintenance everyday things, and flush them up to
consciousness, exhibit them, as Art. …
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yes the mother the word job has been used
in this room and I like the word job because I
think mothering is a job and I think it’s been
a lot of that yes mothering is like a job yes

so I wanted to add that on one hand there’s
this intense parallel between me being a
mother and maker and on the other hand
it’s logistically difficult to manage those
things so I find that errrr kind of frustrating
in how much I feel those two roles enrich
each other and how hard it is to hold them
together practically

I’ve got extremely wrinkled hands like my
hands have really become real housewives’
hands and I noticed this recently they are
like sandpaper and for some reason at the
moment this is just I don’t know like when
I touch myself I touch my hands and it feels
like sandpaper it feels really really rough
sleep oh I wish I don’t even I can’t even
remember I don’t think I would ever be able
to sleep properly ever again for long periods
I can’t remember what that was like maybe
it just won’t ever happen ever
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okay I’ll rant eerm so I’ll rant about eerm
yeah fine I’ll rant about men not doing
enough housework oh yeah it’s Chris oh
he’s difficult to rant about cause I’m at quite
actually a happy place at the moment you
know my head is filled but I’ve had three
years of training my partner into getting to
this place so that is what this is about and
just about a month ago I think we’ve arrived
...at the place at which he happily and kind
of completely wholeheartedly and on his
own initiative did the housework chores
childcare until then it was me with a whip
in one hand [whipping sounds] that’s how
it was done you know and now he gets the
idea so he kind of gets off his ass and gets
there on his own so I’m

and the other thing I wanted to rant about
was how to a degree that at least everybody
recognises that having a mother is
important but people don’t recognise the
extent to which art is important although if
you look at children it becomes immediately
clear that any child who is stopped from
playing can’t develop how art is in that
sense not this kind of highfalutin …
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You will need:
•
•
•

a baby step stool
a stopwatch (you can use your phone)
fire in your belly

Babblings in Three Steps:
1. Explain that motherhood with all its everyday chores
is in itself an artform. (You can quote Laderman
Ukeles if you want.)
2. Ask everyone to take it in turns to step on a baby
step stool in the middle of the circle.
3. Each speaker has a minute to say whatever is on
their mind concerning (the art of) motherhood. You
keep the time (or ask one of the older children in the
room to do so instead).
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auto-performance
to be performed in the run up to the event

(adapted from a script noted down by a mother)

when the baby is having a morning nap:
whip the raspberries out of the freezer.
make up some snow
beating four whole eggs together
with 200 grams of caster sugar
(using a mixer, naturally – babies like white
noise when they sleep).
smile
you remembered to switch the oven on to
180oC 10 minutes ago
(smile even if you didn’t – it doesn’t matter,
it’s never too late).
add 150g of flour (that’s roughly 18-20
tablespoons)
and 80g of slowly melted butter
(most brands feature a ruler that lets you cut
out the required amount before melting).
pour the smooth mixture into a lightly
greased baking dish
spread the fruit evenly throughout
(you might pinch one or two pieces and eat
fresh while you work).
if you don’t have raspberries, you can use
frozen cherries, forest fruits, plums or apricots.
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bake for 20 minutes or until you stick a
toothpick in and it comes out dry.
enjoy the smell.
when you take the cake out of the oven, cut
into squares and dust with icing sugar.
if the baby’s awake by now, she’ll love the
sight!
if eating solids and sugar, she might like
the taste too.
Or you can visit your local bakery and order
from them a delicious carrot cake for the
mums and some mini cupcakes for the
babies. That’s what we did in the end.

By this point in the proceedings there might
already be a lot of food in the space; snacks
that your guests have brought along for their
babies, or food that you have brought in
especially for the occasion.
No matter where it comes from, no matter
how much or little there is to go around,
the important thing is to savour, share and
celebrate.
You’ve made it – you’ve created your very
own mums and babies ensemble!
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You will need:
•
•
•

some celebratory baby-friendly food and drinks
high levels of tolerance for mess
time to clean up at the end

Banquet in Three Steps:
1. Thank everyone for taking part in The Mums and
Babies Ensemble Performance.
2. Bring out the food you have prepared for the
occasion – you might have baked a cake or
bought some ready made ones, you might have
brought some fruit and drinks as well.
3. Rejoice in the community spirit you have
created. (Often this expresses itself in everyone
working together to help tidy up. Leave the space
as you found it.)
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Many different influences and circumstances
have conspired to make this project possible.
We wouldn’t have come to this point without the
Arts and Humanities Research Council funding
and the generous support of our project partners,
London Bubble Theatre and the Institute for
the Art and Practice of Dissent at Home. Our
designer Lawrence Bradby and his family have
been a source of support and inspiration, and so
have a number of other people associated with
the project: Nathalie Gunzle, Matilda Leyser, Ben
Fletcher-Watson, Caspar Addyman and Kristin
Fredricksson.
We owe thanks to Kate Craddock of GIFT Festival
(supported by Jerwood Charitable Foundation),
Eve Leigh, Christina Catalina and Rachel Parish of
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Firehouse Creative Productions, and Anna O’Dell
of Camden People’s Theatre for their faith in our
project, and especially to Jonathan Petherbridge,
Shipra Ogra and everyone at London Bubble for
making us feel exceptionally welcome during
our residency. The moral support of Jo Belloli of
Polka Theatre, Anna Newell of Replay Theatre
Belfast and Andy Field of Forest Fringe has also
meant a lot to us, as well as the hospitality of
Lyric Hammersmith.
We acknowledge that many generations of
mother artists before us have dealt with exactly
the same issues as we are dealing with and
that many new generations will be doing it in
their own way yet again. A mother’s work is
never done! We would like to name-check the
following projects and artists who have come on
our radar as part of our process and to whom we
are grateful for their inspiration:
The pioneers Mary Kelly, Mierle Laderman
Ukeles, Lea Lublin, Laura Mulvey, Susan Hiller,

Mother Art Collective, the Magdalena Project
network and Bobby Baker.
Our
contemporaries
Clare
Qualmann
(Perambulator),
Emily
Underwood-Lee
(Patience), Helen Seargent (The Egg, the Womb,
the Head and the Moon), Helena Walsh (MOM Marks Of Motherlands), Jennifer Verson (Your
Grandmother’s Middle Name was Rose), Laura
Mugridge (Wild), Leentje van de Cruys (Knitting
to Worry About), Tracy Evans (Rehearsals for
a Birth Story), A Place Of Their Own, Townley
and Bradby, Search Party (My Son & Heir), Amy
Golding (Preggers), Tangled Feet (Kicking and
Screaming), Third Angel (Partus),
Vincent
Dance Theatre (Look at me now, Mummy and
Motherland), Zoo Indigo (Under the Covers), and
Maddy Costa (a great, honest conversation about
motherhood on a park bench in Edinburgh).
Virtual and actual communities have also been
essential to our journey, such as the brilliantly
supportive work of all of the following: Mothers
Who Make, Artist/Mother Society Facebook
group, Cultural (Re)Producers, and MaMSIE
network as well as our local mums and babies
groups (Canada Water Cool Babies, Anfield
Children’s Centre and the always surprisingly
radical toddler group at Unitarian Church in
Ullet Road, Liverpool).

The SCUDD mailbase has provided us with many
valuable contacts and leads including multiple
endorsements of Tom Morris and Guy Dartnell’s
Oogly Boogly, Scottish Opera’s BabyO and Lyn
Gardner’s Guardian article ‘Theatre Trips for
Parents Should be Child’s Play’, all of which have
captured our imagination.
In its inception The Mums and Babies Ensemble
was primarily a dramaturgical experiment.
The non-baby related resources which have
been influential in conceptualising this project
include the work of Ontroerend Goed, the Forest
Fringe/LADA publication Paper Stages and the
ideas explored as part of the Porous Dramaturgies
Network. The Mums and Babies Ensemble is a
follow-on project to the AHRC-funded ‘The Role
of Ensemble Theatre in Redefining “Playwriting”
and “Writing for Performance” in the 21st Century’
(2012). We extend our thanks to all colleagues –
artists, administrators and academics – who
have read these applications, offered their
suggestions, given their approval and helped
bring this project to fruition.
This project would never have happened
without the support of our partners/our babies’
fathers: Tobias Krojer, Gary Anderson and Wayne
Gamble, and probably without our own mothers
and fathers themselves. Our ultimate thanks go
to them.
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Joakim is born. Joakim is Duška’s baby number 1.
James is born. James is Lena’s baby number 4.
Duška messages Lena and Annie on Facebook proposing to make a performance
with our new babies as a conceptual mums and babies group.
Annie, Duška and Lena start their group conversation on Facebook about the project.
Life’s hard. Every minute is full. But I’m happier than I’ve ever been. I don’t lie awake
wondering if what I’m doing in life matters at all anymore. My labour went really well.
I feel like this is a bit of a secret. Something I shouldn’t say out loud. Nina sleeps pretty
well too. That also feels taboo. Time moves much faster these days. Now 5 months
is a radical period of time – not just a sleepy shift of seasons. I had a fascinating but
distant alien of a baby. Now I have a little girl. I imagine the next 5 months will be as
radical again. I’ve been working. And I’m working out how that works. It makes me
feel like I’m still me but it means my life has no space for anything else. And Nina
comes to many meetings. And lots of people see my nipples.

15 Dec 2013
10 Jan 2014
13 Feb 2014
20 Feb 2014
21 Feb 2014

Here I am in the hour of the wolf catching up on this correspondence, stealing time
on my mobile, for myself. Arts making feels so selfish right now, and when I say arts
making I also mean writing a couple of lines of text, taking an image, reflecting and

23 Feb 2014
03:51

I guess what I am interested in the most in terms of this early motherhood experience
is the sense of recklessness and the end of fertility and a feeling that there is nothing
better in life to do than have kids which is a really traditional point of view, I know,
especially from a feminist like me! And yet I do want it all, but at times I feel I am the
happiest on Saturday morning after I have made sure all the boys have done their
homework. And yet, I am exhausted with James... Always a desire for a baby in her
arms, thinking of Mrs Ramsey from To the Lighthouse. When do you stop?...
It seems that some strong themes are emerging – I like the fact that we have different
experiences of breastfeeding for example to juxtapose with each other. There is also
something about the notion of labour, female labour at home and in the workplace when
the workplace is theatre...
Also I am very interested in ambiguity and fantasy encroaching on reality, the way in
which the animals in Joakim’s mobile become real for example and invade my nightmares, that sort of thing…
And yes, definitely we’ll need to respond to the babies as part of the performance, both
our own and those in the audience perhaps…
I guess this is a lot for Annie to read/respond to, so I’ll stop here.
Duška has a promising meeting with an Arts Council officer (although we eventually
make a decision not to apply for Arts Council funding).
It’s 5am. I’m awake. Not because Nina is awake, but because I’ve found out that a friend
is dying. Slowly, hopefully. Not for as long as a few years, hopefully. Apparently that’s
the best hope possible. On the journey, nonetheless. I can hear birds. Spring is on its
way, and they’re ready for the light mornings. Although it’s still dark. Downstairs I
can hear a door open and close and footsteps. I don’t know if our neighbour’s baby is
awake, or if it’s his dad getting up for an early shift. I think about Nina and all the cells
in her body and what’s stored up in them. I think about the fact that the eggs of any
children she might have are already stored in her ovaries. I think about being alive. I
feel it in a more cellular, more wakeful way than I did. It’s a strange gift of motherhood,
to see and hear things that were always there. The birds in the night. The door quietly
opening and closing. Breath. I think about writing in the snatched moments. This is
one of them. I’ll try to sleep now.
Duška has an email correspondence with Ben Fletcher-Watson, a researcher and
practitioner specialising in baby theatre, who assures her that he has not yet come
across a theatre project in which babies are treated as creative collaborators.
The British Library meeting between Duška with Joakim and Lena with James. Joakim
and James meet for the first time.

09:06

27 Feb 2014

28 Feb 2014

06 Mar 2014
08 Mar 2014

11 Mar 2014

18 Mar 2014

recording... To think about form seems such an advanced concept... How to capture
these experiences of early motherhood in an appropriate form?

It’s the same in Shakespeare... Someone asked me recently how my life has changed
and all I could think to say is that I’m more aware of the present moment. There isn’t
as much time for thinking about the past and the future, you just have to respond to
the present moment...    
      
Every time I start reading all this I am interrupted and yet I am so eager to get back
to you both... Will have to wait until later... Nothing is ever done, incomplete... My
friend Tina said about James when she first saw him around 10 days old that he’s still
unfolding into himself, into the world...
22 Feb 2014

There’s something about time suddenly being slippery – in labour it flows in a
way that can’t be accounted for. And in a baby’s life it’s so marked. It reminds me
of lectures on The Odyssey – that time is symbolic. I cling onto the 3am when my
contractions started. The 12.48pm when she arrived. The 5 months old. But in myself,
those times feel unreal. And slippery.

My birth story – just notes really that I scribbled very quickly on my return from
hospital with lots of gaps that I would fill probably slightly inaccurately from
memory… Another thing that motherhood has done to me – I’ve thrown punctuation
out of the window for the first time ever…

Nina is born. Nina is Annie’s baby number 1.

26 Sep 2013
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GIFT workshop in Gateshead. Three mums and three babies meet. The ensemble
forms in physical space for the first time. Our first temporary community is formed
as we are joined by other mums and babies at GIFT workshop.

03 May 2014

Fun Palaces event at the Lyric Hammersmith.
03 Oct 2014

17 Oct 2014

Nina celebrates her first birthday.
26 Sep 2014

Duška submits a funding application to the AHRC.

Fun Palaces event participants:
Manuela Leonardo Maria Margherita Eva Adela Alexandra-Mara Annie Nina Kate
Joanna Emily Charlie Elaine Ava Olivia Amy Albert Christina James Rachel Arlo
Åsa Vide Kristin Pansy Duška Joakim

Afterwards, on the train home to Newcastle, my decisions to pack light and to let
Nina eat all those grapes come back to haunt me. I improvise a new nappy out of a
pair of socks.

People share: their names, their birth stories, their joys and frustrations. People
seem comfortable to talk. One mum describes her delight at being part of a
mums and babies event where no one is trying to sell her anything. One woman
talks about not being able to breastfeed. Another talks about having two wombs:
not realising she was pregnant as one womb continued to have periods as the
other one nurtured her baby. Another talks about the delight and exhaustion of
mothering twins. I enjoy the warmth and welcome of our temporary community,
formed in the midst of a festival on a sunny afternoon.

The workshop goes fantastically. People arrive smiling. And it’s busier than we
expect, with mums and babies (including three generations of one family) and
curious staff members from All Change Festival and the Lyric Hammersmith.
Facilitating and mothering is a bit of a juggle. I decide to let Nina eat as
many grapes as she likes from boxes in the middle of the circle, rather than
intervening.

Nina and I travel on our own to London. It’s the first time we’ve been away, just
the two of us. She’s brilliant on the train, peeking through the cracks in the seats
and making friends, sleeping in her buggy in the vestibule. Then the tube is a
revelation with a baby. People smile and pull faces at her, help me with the buggy
up steps. I feel triumphant. Although by the time we get to the Lyric to meet Duška,
Nina is running out of steam. We have a bit of a wrestle over who holds the spoon,
eating yoghurt in a café. A lot of it ends up on the floor.

The Mums and Babies Ensemble Facebook group opens up a space for a virtual
community.

Two rejected applications: Live Art Development Agency’s DIY scheme and
Experimentica14: Co-existence has never been easy!
Jul 2014
12 Aug 2014

Lena visits her local mums and babies groups in Anfield (one in a Sure Start centre,
one in a local church) and wonders about the ethics of using these community
spaces for our workshops and performances.

Jun 2014

GIFT workshop participants:
Annie Nina Duška Joakim Lena James Sid Kate Karen Clyde Eilidh Cathy Victoria
Xavier Laura Lora

I remember Duška saying how there’s constant love present in her life now. I
remember my six year old Sid narrating the moment when he found out from
Sarah, the babysitter, that he was a big brother now. I remember Clyde’s mum
saying how she’s never done anything more sensuous than breastfeeding. Victoria
enjoyed the challenge and longevity of a three-day labour. She likes difficult
things. The baby was born in Newcastle hospital. She hasn’t slept for longer
than three consecutive hours since the arrival of the baby. I wonder what such
sleeplessness does to the perception of the world we live in.

There’s enjoyment in being an artist and a mother at the same time. I am
facilitating a workshop; I am tending to the baby’s needs. This is about creating an
inclusive community. I remember being struck by watching some of the festival’s
participants walking by in the corridor and thinking how ‘free’ they are, with no
prams, babies, children, dependents attached to them... Art world favours ablebodied quick sharp singletons (or fashionable quirky couples) in their 30s or 40s.
Independent individuals. Facilitating ‘The Mums and Babies Ensemble’ workshop
feels important; we are providing a much needed difference to the festival.

Annie sorts us out with our first gig at GIFT (Gateshead International Festival of Theatre).

Duška and Joakim meet with Matilda Leyser and Riddley; Duška is invited to join
Matilda’s Mothers Who Make meetings starting the following month at Battersea
Arts Centre.

14 Apr 2014

Apr 2014

We are offered a slot by Forest Fringe and we discuss whether we should take The
Mums and Babies Ensemble to Edinburgh. Lena is in contact with the Bluecoat in
Liverpool as one of the potential venues for the workshops. Duška is drafting an
AHRC application but finds out she will not be able to start the project while on
maternity leave.

Duška meets Jonathan Petherbridge from London Bubble Theatre, which will
become our collaborator on the project.

Mar 2014

19 Mar 2014
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Joakim celebrates his first birthday.
James celebrates his first birthday.
Duška and sleeping Joakim have a walking meeting by the Thames with Ben
Fletcher-Watson.
Duška and Joakim visit the Babylab at Birkbeck College and meet with Caspar
Addyman, the blue-haired baby laughter scientist.
British Library meeting between Annie, Duška and Lena with James in order to
discuss our concluding steps to the project.

15 Dec 2014
10 Jan 2015
16 Jan 2015
23 Jan 2015
23 Jan 2015

Duška’s estimated delivery date for baby number 2.

06 Jan 2016

We hope that you will keep adding to it…

The Mums and Babies Ensemble community continues to grow.

Annie gives birth to her second child, Cora.

Camden People’s Theatre performance participants:
Adna Nathalie Gillian Gabriella Diana Galya Annie Nina Duška Joakim Lena James

We pack our bags and mats and toys and babies, together with a tinge of post-party
sadness. On the way home in the taxi, we look out of the windows in quiet reverie.

themselves as part of our opening, I realise that what we have here today is a
parallel incidental community – a community of people all born in a country
which doesn’t exist anymore. Of the eight adult women in the room, five have a
secret connection, and a similar if not shared mother tongue, which is not English.
I feel elated by this and want to explore this particular situation, but we keep going
through our scenario as planned – birth stories, bequests, bubbles and babblings,
and the banquet for the end. Mini muffins with tiny butterflies, lovingly made this
morning by a Rotherhithe baker. We are all gathered around them for a bit, before
we all disperse again forever, clutching our letters in our hands…

We travel with bags and mats and toys and buggies and balloons and bubbles
and cakes – and mounting enthusiasm – in a taxi, through London. Nathalie,
our efficient and otherwise quiet stage manager is unusually bubbly and quite
reassuring. It helps because there are hiccups on the way – bad timing, wrong
keys, inaccessible lift – and when we finally get into the dark and gloomy
underground studio all the babies burst out crying… We take the space into our
hands, splashing colour and music all over it. Annie plugs in Snoop Dogg’s Gin
and Juice – her birth-giving theme tune – to double-check the relative shockvalue of the lyrics before we play it as part of our event for the first time today.
We have been told there might be seven audience members today. One of them, I
know, is a dramaturg from Slovenia on a visit to London. Her name is Diana, and
she doesn’t have a baby but is interested to meet us and see what we are doing.
Then three other audience members enter, only one – Gillian – is a local mum
with a baby. When Adna and Galya – two ladies originally from Bosnia – introduce

Camden People’s Theatre performance, part of SPRINT festival.

London Bubble micro-symposium participants:
Emma Ben Caspar Matilda Riddley Kristin Pansy Lawrence Nathalie Maja Nella
Eve Peth Adam Shipra Beatrice Buddy Annie Nina Duška Joakim Lena James

As part of the residency at London Bubble we host a micro-symposium with
invited guests: baby theatre specialist Ben Fletcher-Watson, baby laughter
scientist Caspar Addyman, Feldenkreis practitioner/theatre-maker Kristin
Fredricksson, and theatre-maker/activist Matilda Leyser. The micro-symposium
also includes extracts from The Mums and Babies Ensemble performance.

10 Jun 2015

14 Mar 2015

13 Mar 2015

The Mums and Babies Ensemble residency at London Bubble Theatre.

The AHRC funding application is successful.

28 Nov 2014

11 - 15 Mar 2015

News: Annie is pregnant.

03 Dec 2014

Biographies
Duška Radosavljević is a writer, dramaturg and
teacher, currently based at the University of Kent.
As a dramaturg Duška has worked for Northern
Stage, New Writing North, DanceCity, NSDF, West
Yorkshire Playhouse, Altitude North, Circomedia,
Accidental Collective and, most recently, the
Almeida Theatre. She has written about theatre
for The Stage, Total Theatre Magazine, Exeunt
and numerous specialist publications and
academic journals. Her books include the awardwinning Theatre-Making: Interplay Between
Text and Performance in the 21st Century (2013),
The Contemporary Ensemble (2013) and Theatre
Criticism: Changing Landscapes (2016). She is
also a mother.
Annie Rigby is a theatre director. She is Artistic
Director of Unfolding Theatre. She makes
theatre with a wild sense of humour, strength
of character and a delight in bringing people
together. Past productions include the awardwinning Building Palaces, Best in the World
and Lands of Glass. Before founding Unfolding
Theatre, Annie was Resident Director at Northern
Stage (2003-08). Her shows included The Golden
Bird, Thumbelina, Tattercoats and international
young people’s production, On Top of the Town.
Annie was Northern Rock Foundation Fellow on
the Clore Leadership Programme (2007/08). She
is a mother of two.
www.unfoldingtheatre.co.uk @unfoldingtheatr
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Lena Šimić is a mother of four boys, performance
practitioner, pedagogue and scholar. A coorganiser of the Institute for the Art and Practice
of Dissent at Home, an art activist initiative in
her family home in Liverpool. She has created a
number of arts projects around maternal themes,
most recent being Friday Records: A Document
of Maternity Leave blog (with baby James, 2014).
Her artist books include Four Boys (for Beuys)
(2015), Five (2014), Blood & Soil: we were always
meant to meet... (2011) and Maternal Matters
and Other Sisters (2009). Lena is concerned to
combine everyday life and arts making with a
fight for social and ecological justice.

The Mums and Babies Ensemble is written by Duška Radosavljević,
Annie Rigby and Lena Šimić.
Additional contributions in the form of letters and manifestos
by participants of The Mums and Babies Ensemble workshop
performances.
Photos by Lawrence Bradby, Ben Fletcher-Watson, Richard Kenworthy
and Duška Radosavljević.
Designed by Scrimp Associates.
Published by the Institute for the Art and Practice of Dissent at Home,
Liverpool, 2015.
ISBN: 978-0-9564165-3-7
The Mums and Babies Ensemble
is supported by the Arts and
Humanities Research Council.
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5. It might be additionally interesting if all three of you are based in different ends of the country (our
case: Newcastle, Liverpool, London). This allows for each person to bring different opportunities
of community-creation into the mix. The difficulty of actually meeting together makes each
meeting precious.
6. Commit to a public event, a gig for your ensemble aimed at parents and babies. Trust that your
pre-baby experience and expertise will see you through it. Embrace the uncertainty. Decide on
a basic three-part structure to the event where each one of you will facilitate one section. Your
audience will meet you with enthusiasm – it’s something they’ve needed.
7. Have the gig, enjoy it, record it in whatever way you can (photos, videos, voice memo recordings
on your mobile phone). Have tea and cake and fruit together with your audience to celebrate at
the end. Take their addresses.
8. Repeat as many times as possible while your babies are still babies.
9. Create a document of your time together. Cherish the memory. Package it up. Share it with
those who have taken part.
10. Pass it on.
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